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The Matrix-IoT is designed for B2B, Service Provider, and Enterprise edge           
connectivity. Supporting full routing, security, and HCI. HCI is the next           
revolution for businesses where hyper-converged infrastructure (HCI)       
technologies reduce time, effort, and costs to deploy applications and to easily            
and securely scale up resources as users. With containers and acceleration           
new applications and services are easily added. 
 
Matrix-IoT is a very small form factor SDDC appliance, a converged hardware 
and software stack that runs the full Matrix-OS™ in a low cost, small physical 
volume appliance, that provides many services in a remote/EDGE location.  
 
Key Features  

○ Intel® Xeon® processor D-1518 
○ 8GB DDR3 RAM 
○ 512GB M.2 NVMe 
○ Extra Chassis Fan for extended life-cycle 
○ Ultra-Efficient 84 Watt DC Power 
○ 1 RU Rack-Mount Kit Included 

 
Network Connectivity  

○ 2x 10Gbps Ethernet with SFP+  
○ 6x 1Gbps RJ-45 Ethernet x 
○ 1x 1Gbps RJ-45 OOB Management 
○ Matrix-OS Included - Full Routing, HPC, SDDC, and Edge-Computing, 

Hypervisor Platform 
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Specifications 

 

Dimensions 

Width 10" (254mm) / 15" (381mm) - pkg. 

Height 1.7" (43mm) / 10.87" (276mm) - pkg. 

Depth 8.9" (226mm) / 5.59" (142mm) - pkg. 

Weight - Gross Weight: 7.5 lbs (3.4 kg) 
- Net Weight: 3.45 lbs (1.56 kg) 

Available Colors Black 

 

Management 
 

Software - Matrix-OS 
 

Fans - 3x Fans with tachometer status monitoring 
- Status monitor for speed control 

 

About Tensor Networks, Inc. 

Based in Sunnyvale, CA USA Tensor Networks, is the leading innovator in 
high-performance, high-efficiency accelerated networking technologies and is 
a Preferred NVIDIA and Intel Network Builders partner. We are ISO26000 
compliant and "We Keep It Efficient" providing customers with the most 
energy-efficient, environmentally-friendly solutions available on the market. 
With our global network and supply chain, we can provide global service and 
support with our Tensor Care program. All other brands, names, and 
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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